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PREFACE

First of all I would like to thank to Allah SWT for blessing and giving guidance during the job training and finishing this final project report. The final project report is entitled *teaching English vocabulary to the second grade students of SD Al Firdaus*. It is submitted as a partial requirement in obtaining degree in the English Diploma Program, Faculty of Cultural Sciences, Sebelas Maret University. The final project report was made on the job training that I did in SD Al Firdaus Surakarta.

Based on my observation, the final project report explains the process of teaching English vocabulary to the second grade students of SD Al Firdaus, my problems and students’ problems and also the solutions to solve the problems. I realize that this final project report is far from being perfect. Therefore, I am grateful to all people who have contributed to make the final project report and hopes that it will be useful for me and all readers.
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This final project report was written based on the job training done by me in SD Al Firdaus Surakarta. The aims of this final project report is to describe the process of teaching English vocabulary to the second grade students of SD Al Firdaus Surakarta and to show the problems faced by me and the students and to give solutions to the problems.

I wrote the final project report based on the data collected by teaching the second grade students of SD Al Firdaus Surakarta. The process of teaching consists of greeting the students, checking attendance of the students, reviewing the last material, explaining the material, doing exercises and ending the lessons. The material of teaching English Vocabulary is taken from Platinum book, Erlangga book and Internet.

In the teaching process I and the students faced some problems. My problems were time management and pronunciation. The problems of the students were pronunciation, remembering the letter of words and afraid to answer question. To solve my problems and the students’ problems, I gave solution. The solution for time management was I added time management in lesson plan. The solution for pronunciation was I always practiced how to pronounce difficult words using dictionary software. The solution for the student’s pronunciation was I gave video vocabulary. The solution for remembering the letter of words was I gave more written and spoken exercises.
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